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McCray accepts CSU post;
due to leave in August
by Victor F. Long
News Editor

UNF President Curtis McCray has
accepted the position of president at
California State University at Long
Beach. McCray accepted the position
May 17 during a visit to California’s
second largest campus.
McCray, 50, came to UNF in the fall
of 1981 and will probably be leaving here
in August. He was chosen for the post
after a final interview with the CSU
system’s board of trustees. President
McCray said he was nominated for the
position by a friend, and he is excited
about the move to southern California.
McCray has been in Long Beach
familiarizing himself with the area. He
said he was looking forward to the
challenge of running the state’s secondlargest university. ’’There are things
about the California system that I really
like; I like the commitment that
California has made to higher education;
there is significant funding," he said.
Patrick Reardon with the Chancellor’s
Office said that there will probably be a
decision made this month concering
McCray’s replacement. "The Board of
Regents meets next in July, but there will
probably be an interim-president chosen
before the next board meeting."
Reardon said the permanent president
will be choosen after a community
selection board makes a recommendation
to the Board of Regents. "A community

selection board is made up of 25 to 30
area residents. We try to get area industry
and community leaders, students, and
university personnel in on the process,”
Reardon said.
During McCray’s tenure UNF has
achieved accreditation for its computer
science, nursing, and teacher education
programs; added freshmen and sophmores
increased enrollment by over 20 percent;
received funding for a $1 million Eminent
Scholar Chair along with committments
for three additional chairs; and
innaugurated the American music program
and a joint UNF/UF under-graduate
electrical engineering program.
UNF has also built a 440-bed housing
complex, the Aquatics Center, the
Matthews Computer and Information
Science Building, and a privately funded
baseball stadium.
UNF Vice-President for University
Relations Thomas E. Quinlan, said that
there are many similarities between UNF
and CSU-Long Beach. "Long Beach has a
strong port and a strong committment to
economic development. Compared to
other California cities, it is experiencing
dramatic growth," he said.
"I understand from sources in
California that Dr. McCray’s selection
was based on strong academic program
development skills, complemented by his
community service and his involvement
in and the support of economic
development," Quinlan said.

UNF police booted a former student
who refused to pay his fines, and the
man wound up in Duval County jail
before the day was out.
UNF police use a boot to
immobilize cars when drivers refuse to
pay excessive fines. In this case, the
fines exceeded $100. "He was a former
student and we booted his car before in
December of 1987," Lt. John Beck of
the campus police said.
"He came into the office then and
agreed to pay half his fine up-front, and
to pay the remainder in installments.
He gave us $50 and we never heard
from him again," Beck said.
Lt. Beck said Officer Marjorie
Mittleman initially stopped the student
for having and expired tag. Officer
Mittleman ran a routine records search
and found that the former student had a
warrant against him.
Mittleman arrested him and had the

car immobilized.
’’Apparently he had been attending
Lake City Community College and
came here with his girlfriend. At first
we didn’t realize this was the same guy
that had all the outstanding tickets, until
one of the duty officers ran a check of
our records," Beck said.
Beck said that the car will be kept on
campus for three days. "After that we
call one of the wrecker services to
impound the car," Beck said. Impound
lots charge anywhere from $3 to $5 a
day, and usually have a $50 towing fee
that must be satisfied before the car is
released.
"If he doesn’t pay his fines, the car
will be sold at public auction," Beck
said.
Lt. Beck said that the student’s name
will not be released because of
departmental rules.

UNF's 1988 Asian-Pacific Festival deemed a big success
By Patricia G.Cheney
Associate Editor

The University of North Florida hosted
the 1988 Asian-Pacific Festival on May
11,12, and 15.
The festival offered ethnic foods and
demonstrations and Thomas Paullin,
director of development, University
Relations, estimated that more than
1,000 people attended the festival.
Members of Jacksonville’s Chinese,
Indian, Cambodian, Korean and Japanese
communities participated in the festival.
Members from the other Asian-Pacific
communities were unable to participate
because of the short planning time.
The University of North Florida
through the College of Arts and Sciences
sponsored the festival, said Yap Chua,
associate professor of computer science.
Chua coordinated UNF's efforts.
At the close of the festival, President

Curtis McCray was presented with a token
check for a scholarship fund, Chua said.
The fund has $700 and more is
anticipated from a corporate sponsor,
Paullin said. "The money will be
earmarked for an Asian-American student
with excellent academic credentials for
education at UNF," he said.
The concluding dinner cost $10 per
person and was open to the public. Yong
Choi, the owner of Seoul Gardens
Restaurant, handled the application for the
permit from the city for the food vendors,
Chua said. From each dinner ticket sold,
$4 went to the scholarship fund, Chua
said.
The university is trying to get a
matching contribution from an AsianPacific corporation for the fund, said
Richard Weiner, interim dean for the
college of arts and science. He said he
would like UNF to be able to provide a

full scholarship eventually and more
scholarships if the
fund grows.
More Asian-Pacific immigrants,
refugees and students with visas are
enrolling at UNF, Chua said. If they
qualify for a higher education, UNF
should have some way to help them, he
said.
"Hopefully sometime in 1989 a student
can receive the scholarship," Weiner said.
The Philippino community has about
9,000 members in Jacksonville, Chua
said. The other communities have about
6,500 members.
Weiner decided UNF should do
something to celebrate Asian-Pacific
Month and in late March offered the use of
the campus, he said. Within two weeks
leaders from the Asian-Pacific community
showed considerable interest, he said.
In April, they held an organizational

meeting with two or three dozen AsianPacific community leaders Weiner said.
Chua said the Philippino community
joined with Chinese and other Asian
communities and at their request, Mayor
Tommy Hazouri proclaimed the first week
in May as Asian-Pacific Week.
A committee has already been formed
to start planning for next years festival,
Chua said.
"I think [the leaders of the AsianPacific community] would like to bring
the festival back to UNF. They look at
UNF as the major educational opportunity
in Jacksonville and the proper place for
cultural exchange, Chua said.
University relations offered logistical
support to Chua and Weiner, Paullin said.
The UNF Foundation provided money to
get the festival started.
About 10 years ago, President Jimmy
Carter declared May Asian-Pacific month.
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The sound of silence
The first issue of the Spinnaker under new management has come out, and the
only people that have an opinion about the Spinnaker are the administrators
We haven’t heard from the students. Students served by the Spinnaker may think
that our job is to stroke UNF. Guess what - we are not a public relations paper.
It seems now that we could whine and say that we can’t cover everything that
goes on. Well, we can’t. If there is something going on that a student or faculty
member wants to tell everyone about, they gossip between themselves.
A prime example is the library policy of not letting anyone have inter-library
loan books until they are paid for at Finance and Accounting. Students who come
out after 5 p.m. find that they have wasted their gas. The cashier’s office closes at 5.
They can’t get the books on weekends either. These students are usually graduate
students who have to take a day off work to come to UNF and pay a fee that may be
as little as S1.00. Why doesn’t the UNF library take money for fees when every
other library in Jacksonville does?
Andrew Farkas, the library director, said that the library is not set up to take
money. Farkas said the library does not have the facilities to handle money, and
that there are so many part-time employees on the weekend that he is afraid someone
would walk off with the money.
Leslie Mizell with Finance and Accounting agreed there was a problem, but
offered no solution other than possibly extending the hours of the cashier's office.
Has anyone considered putting a cash drawer in the library and running it the same
way a store does?
Maybe you, the reader, know of similar problems on campus that need to be
addressed. We do not take sides with the administration. By the same token we do
not take sides with the students.
Our objective is to provide information. If someone does something right,
wrong, or different, tell us.

Circus of the stars
Some of you may be wondering how the editors of the Spinnaker go about
setting editorial policies (i.e. deadline and publication dates, etc.) We were
somewhat unsure ourselves until suddenly it dawned on us: a perfect system.
It should come as no surprise that the highly scientific and reliable method we
used came from the stars. If our present-day leaders can do it, why can’t we?
Sure, we’ve tried other methods; tarot cards, tea leaves and numerology, but they
just didn’t give us accurate results. We finally came down to the two finalists: a)
astrology and horoscopes, and b) a crystal ball. We chose the crystal ball but then
accidentally broke it the next day so astrology won by default.
Both the news editor and the business and advertising manager are Virgos. This
of course gives them an unfair advantage come policy voting time because Virgos
are known to be intelligent and expressive. Fortunately, they do not enjoy
leadership roles. Through intense study, we’ve also discovered that they cannot
spell.
The associate editor is an Aries. Supposedly, she is fierce and brutal but so far
we’ve had no incidents. Nevertheless, the staff has been warned to steer clear of her
on a bad day. Unfortunately, a bad day for an Aries usually comes about through the
actions of a Libra.
Accordingly, the managing editor happens to be that Libra. He is supposed to be
diplomatic, although the word behind his back is that he is a Republican. As of yet,
there have been no "knock-down drag-outs" between the Aries and the Libra, but the
year is still young. Oh yeah, the Libra is supposed to be tolerant as well.
OK, OK, so astrology is wrong sometimes.
Anyway when it came time to set the deadline and publication dates, we threw all
of our fortunetelling out the window, and just guessed.
So we are currently looking into other methods. If you have any suggestions,
send us a telepathic message.
Until then, as the famous astrologer Kasey Kasem says, "Keep your feet on the
ground and keep reaching for the stars."
The Spinnaker welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed,
including the author’s address and telephone number. All letters will be edited for
spelling, grammatical and style errors.
This public document was printed at a cost of $526, or 15.0286 cents per copy,
to inform the students, faculty and staff of the University of North Florida about
news of interest.

And now . . .

for the real world
By Tao Jones
College Press Service

This is it. The Big Day; you’re
graduating from college. The lilting
strains of "Pomp and Circumstance" fill
your ears. Shifting uneasily in your
oversized black robe and mortar board, it
dawns on you that you have spent all but
the first five years of your life in school.
The valedictorian rises to the podium.
The sun appears from behind the clouds
and the temperature beneath your robe
rises to 120 degrees.
Everybody is all smiles. Your family
smiles. They have college degrees. They
cab driver smiles. He has a college
degree. At the restaurant, the hostess
smiles. She has a college degree. The
waiter has a college degree. So does the
bus boy, the cook and the bartender.
Afterwards, caught in traffic, you’ll see
the only person who’s smiling who
doesn't have a college degree. He's the
Roto-Rooter man in the red van. He's
smiling becuase he barely finished high
school, but still manages to rake in
S38,000 a year.
You begin to suspect it’s all an
elaborate joke. Still, you rest assured that
the future is all yours. But it’s time to
choose that future by choosing a career.
You must choose one of two mutually
exclusive goals: You want to save the
world, or you want to own the world. By
choosing the first, you'll work longer
hours than Mother Theresa (and for less
pay), but within 20 years you’ll have a
nice little house in the suburbs.
By choosing the latter you’ll disappear
into the bowels of a major corporation,
but within 10 years you’ll have a nice
little house in the suburbs.
What can you expect when you take
the plunge into the real world? Expect to
be bored. Expect to be appalled. Expect
to try to do something about it.
You’ll find yourself asking, ’’Is this all
there is? Get up in the morning, battle
your way through rush-hour traffic, spend
eight hours in an office where even house
plants won’t grow, and then battle your
way home, catch some television and drop
off to sleep. This is why I spent most of

my life doing homework?"
It's helpful to think of your college
education as a small down payment on the
rest of your life. And it’s reassuring to
know that you’ve got that comprehensive
knowledge of 16th century French
literature to help you out when the going
gets tough.
Surprisingly enough, very few jobs
require you to write a term paper, footnote
correctly, cite your sources, apply
differential calculus, explain the structure
of a moncolyledenous plant, describe the
importance of the Ruhr Valley to Kaiser
Wilhem II or expound upon the thories of
Freud and Jung vis-a-vis Skinner’s
behaviorism.
More useful job skills, actually, are
the ability to operate a Xerox machine,
wear clean clothes, follow orders and
appear enthusiastic about sales
promotions.
Other helpful skills are learning to
balance checkbooks, fry eggs, vacuum
rugs and diagnose sexually transmitted
diseases.
"No!," you say. "There has to be
more! You promised!"
Well, there is. There’s love. And a
bill. There’s marriage, and a whole pile of
little bills. There’s the house, and one
great big recurrent bill. There are
children, and a blizzard of bills. There’s
the future. Please enclose remittance
before June 23, 1988 or service will be
terminated.
Forget the future. Think about now,
college graduate. Run around while you
still can. Go for it—California, Katmanduit doesn’t matter.
Spend at least five years screwing
around.
It’s important. The rest of your life is
programmed. The bills can wait, as will
that middle management position. Forget
what they’ve taught you. Forget what
they told you you're supposed to be doing.
Find out for yourself. Find yourself.
Be yourself. And have some fun.
After all, there’s always room on my
park bench. And there’s always graduate
school.

The next issue of the

Spinnaker

will appear on June 28.
(Deadline for submissions is June 21.)
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Briefs

UNF loses 16-year
veteran

Fullerton, UFF
fight dismissal

Sixteen-year UNF employee Glynn
Fulford died following massive heart
attack while returning from Witchita,
Kan. Fulford worked in Finance and
Accounting and had been with UNF since
before the campus opened. She was 60
years old.
Fulford suffered a heart attack on I-10
near Pensacola and was taken to the
Baptist Hospital where she was
pronounced dead early Wednesday
morning, May 11. She and her husband
had gone to Witchita to settle the estate of
her brother who had died ten days earlier.
’’She died in my arms saying, ’Help
somebody. I couldn't get off the
expressway to the hospital," her husband
Jim Fulford said. "She was the greatest.
She cared about students as if they were
her own children," he said.
Mrs. Fulford had spent her entire career
with UNFs Finance and Accounting,
where she began as an assistant clerk and
progressed to accountant 1.
"Glynn was very good with students.
She went out of her way to help any who
had problems. Students would often come
by to let her know when they were
graduating," said Susie Wilson, Fulford’s
former supervisor.
Wilson said Fulford would sometimes
go over to registration and pull "her
students" out of line to clear any financial
holds on them.
"She would work the cash register
during registration and stay here the whole
time - registration for us is a 14 to 16
hour day. She was always there to help.
We will really miss her," Wilson said.
Janice Nowak with the Financial Aid
office said, "She was the pillar of Finance
and Accounting. She was always willing
to help anybody - she was always
cheerful and she helped a lot of the
financial aid students."
"She never talked about her problems,
and she was always concerned about
coworkers and students," Nowak said.
Mr. Fulford asked that donations be
made in Glynn’s name to the UNF
Foundation. "She really cared about her
students, and she would want it that way,"
he said.

UNF Professor Hugh Fullerton has
vowed to fight his dismissal by UNF,
’They thought by firing me they could
shut me up,” he said. "They will soon
find out that is not the case. "
Fullerton was given a notice of non
renewal last month after rumors
surfaced that the administration was
displeased with his handling of the
Spinnaker for the past two years.
Fullerton may be leaving at the end of
the 1988 fall term.
Fullerton said the United Faculty of
Florida (UFF) is behind him, and some
students have contacted him about
starting a petition to keep him at UNF.
Faculty members have also expressed
support for Fullerton, and may also
initiate a petition.
Some faculty members have refused
to comment openly on Fullerton’s
dismissal, saying they are afraid
retalitory action may be taken against
them also.
Stanley L. Swart, president of the
UNF chapter of UFF, said, "We
strongly disagree with the
administrative action in regard to
Professor Fullerton."
"We are urging a reversal of the
descision. A grevience has been filled
and we are in the informal negotiation
stage," Swart said.
Vice-President Bardo criticized the
Spinnaker earlier, but refused to
comment on Fullerton’s dismissal,
saying that it is not university policy
to discuss individual personnel actions.
President McCray is out of town and
could not be reached.
Acting Coordinator of the
Communications Program W.J. Roach
said, "I think Hugh was treated unfairly
and I am prepared to assist him in any
way I can."

Spanish major
proposed

The Scholarship Bank is offering a
free financial aid planning calendar and
information on private source
scholarships for college students.
The California based non-profit
organization has estimated that there is
over $500-million available to college
and college-bound students, and that
many may not know they are eligible.
Funds are contributed by a variety of
organizations, and award levels are
based on academic standing, major,
areas of special interest, or willingness
to work on special research projects.
Factors such as parent’s membership in
a union, employer, or past military
experience also are considered.
The Scholarship Bank works with
financial aid offices nationwide to assist
in distributing information on
approximately 3,500 scholarships. Each
has a value of at least $1,000 and some
may be renewable.
Graduate level grants worth up to
$25,000 are also available. Students
interested can contact Scholarship Bank
by calling 1-800-332-4432 or send a
stamped, self addressed envelope to: The
Scholarship Bank, 13941 E. Amar Rd.,
LaPuente, CA., 91746

The Faculty Association has approved
the implementation of a Spanish major
proposed by Lawrence Carpenter, Ph.D.
The requirements for the major are now
before the Board of Regents.
The major will require the addition of
23 courses. Carpenter said a decision
should be made sometime this month. He
said the program will involve the use of
new equipment, and that he hopes to
implement the program this fall if it is
approved.
"We want to get state-of-the-art
equipment; interactive computers,
listening equipment, and videos for not
only Spanish majors but also students
taking required language courses,"
Carpenter said.
Carpenter said that it has taken over a
year to go through the necessary
paperwork to establish the program, but
that he is confident the Board of Regents
will approve of the new major.
Students interested in taking courses
or pursuing a degree in Spanish can
contact Arts and Sciences advisers or Dr.
Carpenter in Bldg. 8.

Scholarship
information

New comm./visual
arts chair named
Shirley Staples Carter, Ph.D., has
been named as the new chair for
Communications/Visual Arts. Carter
will be arriving at UNF during the first
week in August.
"I look forward to coming to UNF,"
Carter said. "One of my first priorities
will be to effectively integrate the two
departments," she said.
She will be coming from Louisiana
State University in Baton Rouge, where
she has served as assistant professor and
director of FSU's multicultural program
in journalism.
Carter received her doctorate in
journalism from the University of
Missouri at Columbia. She has more
than 10 years experience in journalism
education and administration.
Carter was department head at
Prairie View A&M University, part of
Texas A&M, for eight years. She was
instrumental in developing and
launching a public radio station while
at Prairie View A&M.
Carter’s husband, Herbert, will be
also coming to UNF to work as an
assistant to Vice-President Bullock,
and to teach in the College of Business
and in Continuing Education. They
have a 4-year-old daughter, Christin.
Interim-Dean Weiner of the College
of Arts and Sciences said, "We look
forward to Dr. Carter’s dynamism to get
the new department energized and off to
a quick start, and to start various
outreach programs in the community."

Sexual Assault
Treatment Center
Volunteers are needed for University
Hospital's Sexual Assault Treatment
Center. The center is part of the
Children’s Crisis Center, and volunteers
are needed to help with center operations
and victim assistance.
The center is a private, non-profit
organization that helps victims of sexual
assault and helps to educate the public
regarding prevention and treatment of rape.
The center works with all Jacksonville
agencies and organizations involved with
rape victims.
A professional training session will be
held on June 23 and June 30 for
volunteers. For information and
applications contact Caroline McManus or
Latecia Williams at 350-6808 or 3557273.

Children's summer
reading program
Jacksonville Public Libraries are
offering a summer reading program for
children ages three and older. The "Hare
Houdini Reading Spectacular" is planned
for June 10 through July 30.
The program is designed to prevent
loss of reading skills during the summer
school vacation. Children can sign up at
the any Jacksonville branch library in
Duval or Nassau counties.
Special story hours and film programs
will be offered, and children will receive
reading record sheets, book bags, and
pencils. For more information contact
your nearest branch library or call 6302416.

New Housing
Director
Stephen Haulman, Ph.D., has been
chosen as UNFs new housing director.
Haulman will be coming to UNF June
20 from UNC-Greensboro, where he
served as housing director since 1983.
Haulman also served as housing
director at North Adams State and as
assistant housing director at the
University of Florida. "I was really
impressed with his credentials," said
Everett Malcolm, chairman of the
search committee.
"He was by far the most qualified
individual for director of our housing.
He possesses the tools to make our
housing program a model housing
program within the state as well as the
nation," Malcolm said.
Haulman said he is looking forward
to working here at UNF, and he is
impressed with undergraduate support.
"I had the chance to talk both formally
and informally with students when I
visited the university during the search
process," he said.
"What I picked up was that students
feel they get a high quality education in
the classroom, and they get a lot of
personal attention," Haulman said.
UNF is planning to build additional
on-campus housing, and Haulman said
he wants to take an active part in the
decision making process when he
arrives.
"I think it is important that he
actively participate in the wealth of
decision involved," said Vice-President
Bullock, who oversees planning and
development.
"He has hands-on experience with
the process we will be involved in,"
Bullock said.

Education
doctorate
approved
The Florida Board of Regents has
approved a measure to allow UNF to
award doctorate degrees in Education.
According to UNF provost John
Bardo, the Board of Regents is in the
process of rewording UNFs mission
statement to reflect the change. Bardo
said the board has agreed in principle to
have the College of Education and
Human Services confer the Ed.D.
degree.
"The regents have recognized the
importance of our K-12 education
mission, the increasing significance of
the Florida Institute of Education here,
and the potential created by our now
fully funded Andrew A. Robinson
Eminent Scholar Chair," Bardo said.
In the fall of 1987, about 1,900
students said they were pursuing
undergraduate or graduate degrees at in
education at UNF; this is
approximately 27 percent of the student
body.
Before the doctorate degree is
approved and implemented, a
preliminary feasibility study must be
conducted. Bardo said that no date for
the feasibility study has been set, and
no time frame for conferring the degree
has been established.
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Events Calendar
By Patricia G. Cheney

Stakeout. UPB Summer Films.

Associate Editor

8:30 pm. Thursday, June 16. UNF
Boathouse.

CLASSES -- ------ ----Master Class in Theatre: The
Actor in Motion. Rhythm McCarthy
teaches stage and body movement.
Monday, June 13. FCCJ’s South
Campus Auditorium. NC. 646-2111.

Art Classes for Children
and Adults. Several eight-week
long classes beginning Tuesday, June
14. Jacksonville Art Museum. 3988336.

CONCERTS-----------Hot Summer Nights.

Rita, Sue and Bob, Too.
Film Institute. Tuesday, June 21.
FCCJ’s Kent Campus Auditorium.
Also, Wednesday, June 22. Jacksonville
Art Museum. 393-9471.

MEETINGS -----------Calligrapher's Guild.
Thursday, June 9. Jacksonville Art
Museum. 398-8336.
Poetry Jacksonville. Readings
and discussion. Tuesday, June 14.
FCCJ's Kent Campus Auditorium.
398-6604.

Duval Art Teacher's
Association. Thursday, June 16.

Featuring Martha Reeves and the
Vandellas and St. Johns River City
Band. 8:30 pm. Friday, June 17. The
Florida Theatre. 396-0020.

Jacksonville Art Museum. 398-8336.

30th Anniversary of Rock
'N' Roll. Featuring Buffalo

Fashionaire's and
Fashionettes Fashion Show.

Springfield, Badfinger, The Coasters,
Spenser Davis. 8:00 pm. June 23.
Tallahassee-Leon County Civic Center

8:00 pm. Friday, June 25. The Florida
Theatre. 355-2787.

Complex. Arena. (904) 222-0400.

Cross and Sword. Florida’s
official state play depicting the history
of Spanish settlement in Florida.
Friday, June 17 through August 27. St.
Augustine Amphitheatre. Al A South,
Anastasia Island (one-half mile south of
the Alligator Farm). (904) 471-1965.
Foxfire. Amelia Community
Theatre. Friday, June 17. Fernandina
Beach High School Auditorium.
Citrona Street, Fernandina Beach.
Also, June 18, 24, 25. (904) 2613230.

EXHIBIT --------------Innovations in IBM
Technology. Development of the
computer and its components. Friday,
June 17 through August 28. Museum
of Science and History. 396-7062.

FILMS -----------------Rouge Basier. Film Institute.
Tuesday, June 7. FCCJ's Kent
Campus Auditorium. Also,
Wednesday, June 8. Jacksonville Art
Museum. 393-9471.
Tampopo. Film Institute.
Tuesday, June 14. FCCJ’s Kent
Campus Auditorium. Also,
Wednesday, June 15. Jacksonville Art
Museum. 393-9471.

SHOW ------------------

By Robert W. Watts

but that the park should be associated with
UNF.
The First Coast Technology Park, a
The park site, consisting of about 275
research and development facility to be
acres, was donated to UNF by the A.C.
associated with UNF, is progressing on
Skinner family in September 1987.
schedule with the selection of Arvida/JMB
Arvida is currently studying the land
Partners as the developer.
to determine how much of it is
Arvida’s responsibilities will include
developable and what the soil conditions
initial planning, financing and marketing
are.
of the park. "The firm’s commitment is a
Four research and development parks
long-term one expected to last 12-14 years have been built in association with Florida
until the development phase is complete
state universities; one, other than UNF,
and all tenant space is leased," said
is in the development stage. Each has had
Thomas Quinlan, UNF vice-president of
varying degrees of success.
University Relations.
UNF Vice-President for Administrative
Initial interest in a Duval County
Affairs Curtis Bullock said, "The First
research and development park began in
Coast Development Park has a tremendous
1982 with former Jacksonville Mayor Jake potential for success. Its location, the
Godbold’s Economic Development
sound experience and financial strength of
Council (EDC). The EDC commissioned the developer and the commitment of our
the State Technology Applications Center city’s administration are all factors
to produce a feasibility study. That study
working in our favor."
concluded that such a park was feasible,
Staff

THEATRE--------------

WORKSHOP---------Literacy Links Workshop
for Learn to Read Tutors.
Topic: ’’Motivating the Adult
Learner." 7:00 pm. Tuesday, June 21.
Mandarin Branch Library. 262-5201

Drop/Add for summer ‘B’ term
As of May 27,1988.
Additions:
Course Name Sec #
LIT 5934
242
(T-R
6-9:40)
ENC 1101
079 & 080
(MTWR 9-10:40)
LIT 2932
081
(MTWR 9-10:40)
ARE 4313
056
(T-R
4:20-7:50)
EDE 3940
047
(M-W
4:20-7:50)
EDG 4621
027
(M-W
9-12:30)

First Coast Technology Park
progressing on schedule

RED 3311
054
(M-W
12:40-4:10)
SCE 3312
059
(M-W
4:20-7:50)
ARH 1000
013
(MTWR 9-10:40)
Cancellations:
Course Name
EDA 6061
EGC 6100
EDG 5935
PET 6910C
PHI 2010

Sec #
013
059
206
087
043

Writers Needed!
The Spinnaker is looking for people who want to take part
in the UNF campus by writing about topics of interest. No
prior experience is necessary.
If you can write about campus activities or if you want to
write about events occurring outside UNF, contact the
Spinnaker office in Bldg. 3, Room 2244 or call 646-2727
after 1 p.m. Mon-Fri. Non-Communications majors are
encouraged to apply.

Foundation Board close to goal
By Linda Francis
Contributor

As of May 31, more than $105,000
had been pledged to UNF during the
Foundation Board’s drive which ends on
June 2.
Although their goal of $125,000 may
not be met by June 2, Tom Paullin,
director of development in University
Relations, said he has no doubt the figure
will soon be a reality.
Foundation Board members actually
work year-round to raise money for the
university and last year raised $1.7
million. Of this amount, $107,000 was
earmarked for "unrestricted use" which
goes to scholarships, grants, athletics and
programs such as a music series, Paullin
said.
"The drive sends a clear signal that the
volunteers and leaders from the
community are behind the university. It
shows a willingness to give generously of
their time, energy and financial resources
while enlisting others in the community
to support the university also," said
Paullin.
The largest share of the $1.7 million
was donated to establish Eminent Scholar
Chairs such as the Andrew Robinson
Chair for Educational Policy and
Economic Development funded by
Frederick Schultz, the Ira Koger Chair,
which established the American Music
Program, the Prime Osborn Chair in
Transportation funded by CSX and the
Chair in Wholesaling established by the

National Paper Trade Association.
Establishing an Eminent Scholar Chair
requires a commitment of $600,000 over a
period not to exceed five years which is
then matched with $400,000 from the
State of Florida.
Improvements such as the baseball
stadium and tennis courts were also
privately funded through Foundation Board
efforts. One gift of $50,000 from board
members Doug and Linda Harmon was
designated for the baseball stadium.
"Jacksonville business leaders feel that
the university holds great potential for the
city and will attract more business to
Jacksonville," said Paullin.
A UNF faculty and staff fundraising
drive will be held in the fall. Past
response has been very good with more
than $20,000 in donations to the
university in 1987 Paullin said
Board officers are William "Bill"
Hightower, board president and president
of AT & T American Transtech Inc.;
Delores Pass, vice-president of financial
development for the board and
owner/founder of Associated Temporary
Staffing; Elizabeth Head, drive
chairperson, associated with C. H. Barco
Contracting Company; and UNF President
Dr. Curtis McCray. Dr. Thomas
Quinlan, vice-president for university
relations is a board member, as well as the
current Student Government Association
President John Walker.

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR:

SAT • GMAT • LSAT • GRE • MCAT
Classes now at Jacksonville University

call

727-0008

Stanley H.
KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.

Letter to the UNF Community:
As most readers know, the UNF administration is trying to fire me. The
matter demands public scrutiny, and Dr. Bardo's comments deserve answers.
I took the job as Spinnaker adviser as a service to the university. It was not
part of my job description when I was hired, and as others can attest, I did not
really want to do it. But the paper needed some professional-quality guidance.
Advising, according to my dictionary, means 1) To give advice to; counsel
2) To offer as advice; recommend. 3) To notify; inform. Notice that the word does
not mean or imply censoring or proofreading. UNF has no job description for
Spinnaker adviser. So I did the job as I thought appropriate.
The Spinnaker is the student newspaper. Student editors have the
responsibility for its content and quality.
As adviser, I have counseled,
discussed, suggested, but never mandated. UNF didn't hire me as an expensive
proofreader.
I am proud of the accomplishments of The Spinnaker and its student editors
during the two years I advised them. These include:
1) Becoming a real newspaper. Three years ago its quality was low, its
appearance was amateurish, and it came out irregularly.
2) Under student leadership, the appearance of the paper has changed
markedly. It is now clean and modern in appearance, and much easier to read.
3) In the current year, funding was cut 30% from last year (which means
36% below two years ago). Yet it had more issues and more pages than last year
and the year before, and will end the year in the black.
1) The Spinnaker went to desktop publishing to set type and lay out pages in
February 1987. SGA purchased the Macintosh computer which made it possible.
Production problems were drastically reduced Since then, typesetting and layout
have been done in Building 3. Only the printing is done off campus.
5) The first year I was adviser, the Spinnaker reduced its error rate. This
year, the error rate went down further. The difference is a well-trained staff.
6) The Spinnaker is covering real campus issues. The student newspaper
should be the voice of the students. I encourage that approach, responsibly done.
Two things happened after I received my notice of firing on May 7, 1988
1) During the week after I received that letter, a strange packet of material
appeared in my personnel file. It was a group of memos (stapled together) with
dates from October 1987 to April 1988, relating to various activities of mine on
campus. Mostly, they involved the Spinnaker and our department chair search.
Some were critical, as I have certainly disagreed on policy matters with the
administration. Some I never saw before, and was unaware of their existence.
2) The written statement for my firing, sent to me May 11, gave two reasons
I had "not adequately fullfilled your responsibilities" as Spinnaker adviser, and
my scholarly/creative accomplishments were "less than satisfactory."
Conspicuously missing from the reasons was any reference to my teaching
ability or quality. This is hardly surprising, since my student evaluations are
usually very high, and I work very hard at my teaching.
Let's look at those reasons. Review the accomplishments of The Spinnaker in
the past two years. Are those the accomplishments of an "inadequate" adviser?
have 15 years experience as a newspaper owner and publisher. I certainly know
far more about newspaper publishing than anyone in Building 1.
What about scholarly activity? My notice of firing came just a few weeks
after I had an article in the largest magazine serving the newspaper industry. The
article has received considerable positive comment in Florida and elsewhere.
Most faculty members can expect a fat raise after a major publication. I was
thanked with a firing notice.
If the administration is concerned about scholarship and publication records,
compare my record with the new chair of communications and fine arts. She was
given a promotion, tenure and a nice salary to come to UNF.
Clearly, the reasons given are trumped-up. I am generally considered an
excellent teacher, the student newspaper has improved markedly under my
guidance, and I am performing better than many faculty members in the areas of
both service and scholarship.

Dr. Bardo gave some detail on those reasons in an interview with The
Spinnaker. Let's look at his allegations.
He alluded to compliance with audits. I maintained that doing the forms for
the audit are an administrative responsiblity, not that of an adviser. I was
unaware that such a thing had to be done until several months after I became
adviser. Dean Weiner agreed that it was not part of the adviser’s job. He told
Dr. Bardo so, and the dean assigned that duty to someone in administration.
Quality of production. Dr. Bardo knows little about typesetting and printing.
I have spent more than 25 years in the publishing business, including 15 years as
the owner of newspapers and printing companies. That is one reason why The
Spinnaker went to desktop publishing so early. I was aware of the technology,
and knew that it would make the paper better and the job easier.
Potential libel of a faculty member. Dr. Bardo evidently does not know libel
law. I teach libel law. For 15 years, I had to know libel law to make sure my
newspapers and employees did not step over the line. The Spinnaker has never,
during my two years as adviser, committed libel or come close to it.
Creation of a publications board. Such boards are found on many campuses.
Normally they are policy-making bodies. I have never heard of a board checking
articles before printing. That’s censorship-unprofessional and probably illegal.
I am proud of my other accomplishments at UNF, as well, for instance:
1) Student evaluations show I have done an effective job of teaching for the
past two years. The serious students are well-trained for the job market, and I
personally help them get internships and jobs.
2) I personally designed and arranged the purchase of the Macintosh lab in
Building 3, and I help run it. It has proven to be a very effective facility.
3) With my help, we have been able to accommodate more students in
communications classes. During fall semester 1987, I had more students than any
other instructor in my department.
4) I have given substantial service to the university on department and
university committees. Right now, I am on the UNF Parking Task Force.
So why is Fullerton being fired? In one word—punishment.
I speak my mind and do what I think is right. When members of the
administration have leaned on me to control the student paper, I resisted. When
the Parking Task Force was being pushed to complete its recommendations
without enough time, I objected. When the administration broke rules and laws in
a faculty search, I spoke up. Such actions are dangerous for untenured faculty.
There are three basic questions which my firing brings into focus:
1) Is it smart to fire a faculty member who everyone agrees is an effective
teacher? Isn’t teaching our main job? Does that demonstrate good management?
2) Do the students have the right to exercise editorial control over the student
newspaper? I say they do. Some people prefer a "nice" student paper. I think the
Spinnaker threatens Building 1, because the staff is digging into things.
It is well established in law that public university administrations do not have
the right to censor student publications, and do not have the right to withdraw
funding as a means of censorship. Yet that is what Dr. Bardo seems to be doing.
3) Don’t faculty members have the right to speak their minds? If I had tenure,
the reasons given for my firing would seem facetious. But since I don’t, Dr.
Bardo is sending a message to other nontenured faculty members that plain speech
and integrity will not be tolerated. That’s treading on First Amendment rights.
President McCray and Vice President Bardo may think that firing me has
solved a problem. They’re wrong. This matter is likely to become a major issue
in the community, and may follow Dr. McCray to California. He may find out that
not everyone likes administrators who allow faculty to be treated so shabbily. To
complete the fiasco, UNF administrators have libeled me several times.
I like UNF, basically. I like the faculty and I like the students. I plan to
remain in Jacksonville, but I would prefer to be teaching here.
One thing that bothers me is the damage that is being done to UNF. Students
may be deprived of a good faculty member. The Spinnaker will come under
increasing pressure to avoid issues. Faculty members already feel intimidated by
what is happening to me. UNF's reputation is being tarnished.
Hugh S. Fullerton

Associate Professor of Communications

(This is a paid advertisement)

"SUCCESSFUL JOB SEMINAR"
To be conducted by Dr. Carl Roberts,
Director of Southwestern Placement, a
nationwide employment search firm
The Southwestern Company specializes
in counseling, advising, and directing
job searches for new and recent college
graduates. Each year he counsels more than 400
graduating seniors in addition to working with
recent graduates who are contemplating career
changes. His clients range from Fortune 500
to the Inc. 100 companies.

WHEN:
Monday June 13th, 1988. 7 p.m.
WHERE:
Baymeadows Holiday Inn
(1-95 and Baymeadows Road)
Registration Fee:
$28.00 Students
$38.00 Non - students

CALL 733-8686
FOR RESERVATION
(space is limited)
THE
SOUTHWESTERN
COMPANY
BUILDING CHARACTER IN YOUNG PEOPLE SINCE 1868

We will teach you the fine points of:
I.

INTERVIEWING
a. How to sell yourself with power
and poise.
b. Interview etiquette and psychology
c. Interview negotiation
d. Interview set - up
e. Interview follow - upf. Informational interviews
II. NETWORKING YOUR WAY TO
A CAREER
a. How to develop job contacts
b. How to develop job referrals
c. How to set up interview
appointments
d. Cold calling an employer
III. THE POWER RESUME
a. Do's and Don'ts
b. Content
c. Style
d. Common mistakes
IV. AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
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Computers and the
Computers and The Creative
Process is an exhibition of works
by various artists across the United
States and Canada. The exhibition
is curated by Ken O'Connell and
Craig Hickman of the University of
Oregon. The exhibition is
produced by Visual Arts Resources
of the University of Oregon
Museum of Art. The Museum is
funded by the National Endowment
for the Arts, the Oregon Arts
Commission, and the Friends of
the Museum, and private
foundations.
The exhibition at UNF is
funded by the Student Government
Association with support from the
South Central ArtsCommittee of
the Prudential Insurance Company.

Spinnaker /1985, by Bruce and Susan Hamilton. Computer-assisted image using Tektronix 4051 and Amdek
Amploy II Plotter. Software developed and written by Bruce Hamilton.

Photos by Carl Heilmann

Jungian Windows /1985, by Donna J. Cox.
Programmed image using International
Imaging System and PDP 11/45. Soft
ware written by Donna J. Cox.

Butterfly Mask 11985, by Donna J. Cox. Programmed image using
International Imaging System and PDP 11/45. Software written by
Donna J. Cox.

Creative Process
The images on exhibit are created in one of four ways using a
computer; Paint and menu-driven images, computer assisted images,
digitized images and programmed images.
Paint and menu-driven images (not shown) are manipulated on-screen
through the use of a light pen, joy stick, graphics tablet, or mouse. Paint
systems offer an alternative to using a keyboard for commands.
Computer assisted images (Spinnaker by Bruce and Susan Hamilton)
are created when a computer is used to control a plotter, loom, etc. The
computer can be used for weaving, collages, construction, etc.
Digitized images (Print-Out B.7 and B.8) originate with a standard
video camera. The image is then digitized to a form the computer can
understand so the image can be manipulated,
Programmed images (Tropical Checkers, by Gregory MacNicols
Butterfly Mask and Jungian Windows, by Donna J. Cox; and the
untitled works by Allen Brookes) are created when artists use programs to
make use of the computer’s ability to repeat, modify, and change patterns.

Page Layout by Jeff McFarland

Untitled (both)/1985, by Allen Brookes. Programmed image
using Symbolics 3670 with Graphics Systems Frame Buffer
and Tektronix 690SR Color Display Monitor.

Print-Out B.7 (top) and Print-Out B.8 (bottom)/1984, by Paul Berger.
Digitized image using Apple II, Macintosh and Xerox with Superscan II
software.
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RENTALS
FEMALE ROOMATE
WANTED • to share 2bdr, 2bath
house. Located on golf course near beach.
$260 per month plus utilities. Call 2495028

ROOMATE WANTED - $200 a
month plus one-half utilities. Two blocks
from the ocean. Neptune Beach. Call
Bob @ 633-8834 M-F 8-5 pm.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED - to share 2 bedroom
house. $210 including utilities. Call 2495028
FOR RENT - 2br, 2bath, townhouse
w/ washer and dryer. Close to UNF.
$425 per month. Call 731-7398
FOR RENT - New 2bdr, 2bath
house. $430 per month Call 249-5028

LARGE 2BR, 2BATH - own
room w/ water bed. $180 per month and
+ half utilities. Male, non-smoker. 7258864.

ROOM FOR RENT - Arlington
area. Large studio room, kitchen priv.,
$200 per month all utilities paid. Female,
references, non-smoker. 744-2003.

BEAUTIFUL NEW
APARTMENT COMPLEX - 5
Min. fron UNF. Save on travel and study
time. Nicely furnished efficencies, $299
per month. Unfurnished 1Br, $329. Short
term leases available. Students and staff
welcome. From UNF, turn right onto St.
Johns Bluff, then go to the third stoplight
and turn right onto Alden Rd. Just past
Sandalwood High School on the right.
Pine Barrens Apts. 642-8967.

ROOMMATE WANTED - Own
bedroom with adjoining bath in
bay meadows area. 10 minutes from UNF.
$190 + one third of utilities. Call 7300027

NEEDED - Female roommate to
share 2bd-2bath apt. at Baymeadows.
Financially stable, non-smoking. Move
in July 30. Call Tracy @ 285-1532.

2 BEDROOM 2 BATH - house
for rent immediatly. On golf course. $535
a month. 249-5028 or 223-5148.
NEEDED - Mature female renter for
summer, possibly fall. Established home
in San Jose area. Negotiable rent.
Transportation provided to UNF daily.
Call Sharon after 6:00pm @ 737-6656.

MISCELLANEOUS
OLYMPUS OM10 - w/ flash
adapter. Like new. Includes Fl.8 50mm,
Sigma 75-250mm zoom,Vivitar zoom
thyristor 2500,Skylight filter, Sepia
filter, Macro lense, Star filter. Asking
only $300 for all. Call Karen @ 7336047 after 6p.m.

FOR SALE - 1986 Doublewide
mobile home; 3br, 2ba. Central heat and
air. No deposit, take over payments. Call
642-8196 or 387-7300 ext. 8785

FOR SALE - IBM compatible
computer system : Canon C-200 PC
( 640k, color/graphics ), color monitor,
Panasonic KX-109H printer, table, chair,
ect.. Complete - $1400. Call 285-7072

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE - Champion juicer. Best
quality. Cost $260, sacrifice $140 firm.
Used little, like new. 384-0439 or 2640317

FOR SALE - Eight Sony broadcast
video tapes. 3/4 inch. 3 full-size and 5
mini’s. Originally bought last year from
Brandons for $21, will sell for $8 each.
Call 768-5513 after 5:30pm.

SAVE ON BOOKS AND
COLLECTOR COMICS Large

ROOM IN YOUR HEART ? -

selection of classics for required reading,
many other books to supplement school
texts. Choose from Sci-fi, Non-fiction,
True war, Romance, Action adventure,
Horror. Paperback and Hardback. Good
selection of collectable comics. The Book
Shelf, 7519 N. Main St. Mon - Sat 7658818.

BABY COCKATIELS AND
LOVEBIRDS - For sale. Hand
fed. Bom around April 1. Pick out your
baby and watch as it grows. May be taken
at apx. l0wks of age.Call Joe @ 6462727.

FOR SALE - Peavey Milestone 12
string electric guitar, white, list $710,
asking $425. Also Fender Sidekick 35
amp. list $240, asking $140. Both new.
384-0439 or 264-0317

AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES
- Educational/ Motivational/ Self
improvement. Over 100 topics. $8.95
ea./3 for $25. For order or free listing call
221-9254 ask for John, or 744-4329 and
leave msg.

FOR SALE - Large wooden teacher style desk. Good condition, lots of
drawer space, very sturdy, perfect for
studying. Must sell right away. Call 6463464 eves and weekends

FRANKLIN ACE 1000
- computer (Apple clone), 64k, 2
external full hight disk drives, green
screen monitor, Okidata microline 84
printer, all cables and hookups. $625.00
or best offer. Call extention 2955, ask for
Joe.

KAYPRO 4 COMPUTER
FOR SALE — 64K, CP/M
operating system, 2 DSDD disk drives,
internal auto-answer, auto-dial modem,
over 100 disks of software, Kaypro/Juki
letter-quality printer, all cables and
documentation. PRICE: $600. Call
Harold at 646-2727 (work) or 282-5585
(home).

OLYMPIA OFFICE
STANDARD - Character memory,

COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS For sale. Pre-med and medical textbooks.
Yrs. span 1970-1985. Negotiable prices.
Call Sharon after 6pm @ 737-6656.

FOR SALE - 2 tickets on Eastern
Airlines June 15th @ 10:22 am from
Jacksonville to Boston, Mass. One male
and one female only $75 each, one way.
Less than 1/2 price ! Call 223-0663.

one male 6 mo. black Lab puppy, very
affectionate. And/or lyr. old female
reddish Irish Terrier. Both are great with
children and used to cats. Have all recent
shots and heartworm preventative. Need
good home with fenced yard and
playmates. Call 268-7437, 5pm - 10pm.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
- 1982 Yamaha 250 (bought new in
1986) Perfect condition, $850, Call
646-4310

ELECTRONICS MAJORS
- do you fully understand DC current
capacitors, and have the ability to test for
current draw? If you would be interested
in doing some experimentation for
possible marketing applications contact
Eric @ 268-7437 after 5pm.

HOME SITTING - Licensed and
Bonded. We care for pets, plants and
property. Call Marc D. Shapiro @
733-2484.

EMPLOYMENT

ECONOMICAL LAWNCARE cusomized barbeque grills and mailboxes
w/ planters, flower gardens, patios, and
mall room enclosures, all types of
household odd jobs. Call Bill or Arva @
641-7439 eve. ( or messages during day)
for free estimates.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED
- Top Pay! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W.
Suite 222 Norman, OK 73069

TYPING

CALCULATOR FOR SALE
- Hewlett Packard HP-12C,
Programmable Financial Calculator New,
never used. Have all original manuals and
papers. Purchased for $80, yours for $50.
Call Carol @ 724-9039.

TYPING SERVICE - Term
papers, ect. Will pick up and deliver.
Reasonable rates. Mary Martin, 641-0359
PLEASE NOTE - The Spinnaker's
classified advertising section has grown
overlarge due to the failure of advertisers
to inform us when to discontinue their ad.
In the future advertisers must inform us
before each issue whether to continue
their ad or it will be automatically
dropped. Thank you for your co
operation.

*If you never want to be reminded of your

chem class again, unload
all of vour books on us!"

COME AND CHECK OUT OUR
LOW PRICES ON TEXTBOOKS
AND SUPPLIES

correctable, ten, twelve, fifteen pitch
variable. Adaptable for use as quality PC
printer. Power typing. Less than 20 hours
use. Sacrafice $550. Call 737-8132.

FOR SALE - 1984 Chrysler Laser
XE Turbo, automatic, only 22,000 actual
miles, near new condition, deluxe model,
most options, dark red, still under 5/50
warr., $6,700 OBO. 384-0439 or 2640317.

MAZDA RX-7 - 1979, white,
tinted glass, mint condition, 4 speed, AC.
$2,950. Toyota Celica GTI, 1978, black
tinted glass, 5 speed, AC. $1,450. 6429317.

COLLEGE BOOK RACK
11233 BEACH BOULEVARD
(ON THE CORNER OF BEACH ANO
ST. JOHN’S BLUFF ROAD)
PH 642-7582

AKC COCKER SPANIELS
- 1 Male and 6 Females; 3black, 4buff.
Sire and Dam on premises. $150. Call
246-3626 after 6pm.

CAP AND GOWN - Two sets,
light blue. Both for 5’6”, cap size
medium, includes white collars, does not
include tassel. $10 each (new cost $19)
Call 724-9039 or 646-2636, ask for
Carol. Will deliver on campus.

NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE
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SGA Watch
SGA President John Walker and
Director of Student Lobbying Kimberly
Waterhouse held a press conference May
25 in the library atrium to discuss the
Florida State Legislature’s proposed
0.00% tuition increase.
The SGA senate passed legislation
(Bill SR-88s-416) May 24 to support the
0.00% increase and the bill was
subsequently signed by Walker to make it
official. The SGA action is designed to
inform the Florida Legislators of UNF’s
student support of the proposal.
Currently, the Florida Senate and the
House of Representatives are holding a
conference to agree line-by-line on the
budget proposal.
The following legislation was passed
by the senate May 24 and was
subsequently signed by SGA President
John Walker.
Bill SR-88s-408 A resolution
showing UNF’s support of a public
holiday for Martin Luther King Jr. to be
sent to the Florida State Legislature. The
resolution was also designed to encourage
members of the UNF community to show
their support of the holiday. Introduced
by the SGA President

DOMINO’S PIZZA GUARANTEES..

HOT
&
FRESH!
HOT & FRESH

Our cheese pizza:

Bill SB-88s-409 Transfer of $1,525
from Unallocated Reserves to Special
Projects to purchase an Apple Macintosh
Plus computer and additional minidisks
for the Spinnaker. Introduced by
Budget and Allocations.

Your pizza from Domino's
Pizza is always hot and
fresh from the oven
because its delivered - like
magic - in less than 30
minutes We guarantee it!*
So call Domino’s Pizza®
today.

12” $6.02

Bill SB-88s-410 Transfer of $5,000
from Unallocated Reserves to Recreation
OPS-Wages to maintain recreational
activities for the remainder of the fiscal
year. Introduced by Budget and
Allocations.

SAVINGS
Redeem the discount
coupons on this ad and
save on your next purchase
from Domino’s Pizza. Call
now before the offer
disappears!

MENU
Bill SB-88s-411 Transfer of $500
from Unallocated Reserves to Special
Projects for the purpose of covering the
travel and registration expenses of sending
a student representative to the National
Association of Women’s Centers.
Introduced by Budget and
Allocations.
Bill SB-88s-412 Transfer of $1,000
from Unallocated Reserves to Special
Projects to pay travel expenses of two
students involved in a fund raiser for
P.U.S.H. (Play Units for the Severely
Handicapped.) Introduced by Budget
and Allocations

Every pizza is made by
hand to your order with
only the finest ingredients
and pizza toppings.

16” $8.17

The ExtravaganZZa® is
the ultimate combination
of 9 carefully selected
and portioned toppings
for the price of 5!
12" $11.12 16” $15.42

Or any combination of
12 delicious toppings:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Green Olives, Black Olives,
Onions, Green Peppers,
Ground Beef, Ham,
Sausage, Hot Pepper
Rings, Extra Cheese and
Extra Thick Crust.
12” $1.02/topping
16” $1.45/topping

Serving University of
North Florida

724-7206

10230 Atlantic Blvd.

Hours:
11 AM-1 AM Sun-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Fri. & Sat

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino’s Pizza, Inc

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

Coke® in 16 oz. nonreturnable bottles for $.65.

Our 12” 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.
Our 16”, 12-slice large
pizza serves 4-6 persons.

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

2 Medium
Cheese
Pizzas
for $8.88!

Two 12” medium
cheese pizzas. Each
additional topping just
$1.28 for both pizzas.
(Tax not included.)

Offer good thru 6/30/88.
Our 12” 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons

Bill SB-88s-413 Transfer of $1,150
from Unallocated Reserves to SGA to
purchase a Telex Terminal and a graphics
card for the SGA IBM computer.
Introduced by Budget and
Allocations.

Bill SB-88s-414 Transfer of $1,852
from Unallocated Reserves Salary line to
SGA Publications to cover expenses
incurred in the search for a University
Events Coordinator. Introduced by
Budget and Allocations.
Bill SB-88s-415 Transfer of $2,000
from Unallocated Reserves Salary line to
the Student Life Center Salary line to pay
the University Events Coordinator’s salary
for the remainder of the fiscal year.
Introduced by Budget and
Allocations.

$3.00
OFF!

Order a delicious 16”
large pizza with THREE
or more toppings and
get $3.00 OFF!
Offer good thru 6/30/88.
Our 16”, 12-slice large
pizza serves 4-6 persons
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Big four
for coach
of the year

From the desk of the editor
Anne Patrice Clarke
Sports Editor

By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

University of North Florida men’s and
women’s track and cross country coach
Bob Symons has been voted NAIA
district 25 Coach of the Year for the
fourth straight year
Symons, in his fifth year at the helm
of UNF’s running program since founding
the program in 1983, has a four-year
cross country record of 354-89 (men) and
275-57 (women). Under Symons, UNF
track and CC teams have become
recognized for competitive excellence on
the field as well as in the classroom.
This year, the men's cross country
team finished third of 39 teams at the
NAIA national meet, UNF’s highest-ever
finish. UNF’s 114-10 season is a school
record. The team also won its second
straight district title and established a
national record by becoming the first
NAIA team ever to sweep the top five
places at a district cross country meet.
The women’s cross country team
placed ninth among 33 teams and won its
fourth straight district title with a season

UNF Track and Cross-Country
Coach Bob Symons.
record of 88-16. The Lady Ospreys also
won their second consecutive state
championship.
This spring, Symons guided the
men’s indoor team to a sixth place
national finish and the women to a 12th
place finish, both squad's highest- ever
placing. Currently both teams are in Los
Angeles to compete in the NAIA national
championship outdoor track meet at
Azusa Pacific University.

The other day someone came to me
and said, ’these dang athletes, they
complain and they get all this money and
can t even make grades while the rest of
us can’t even get a loan.”
These d___ athletes spent afternoons
and weekends playing sports as a child.
These d_ athletes developed a talent.
Just as a musician or the academic scholar
would work overtime. And needless to
say, talents are rewarded.
The musician has as many
scholarships available as the athlete.
Athletes can bring in revenue. You pay
to watch talent, whether it be in a
football stadium or in the UNF baseball
stadium. That money comes back to the
school. Unlike, perhaps, an academic
scholar: it would be tough to fill a
stadium for a computer science wiz.
Sure athletes “get money" but don't
knock the grades. UNF has 4 national
sports and this year UNF has 4 national
Academic All-Americans.
Before the complaints are turned in
let’s look at the day and life for the
typical UNF athlete.

The sun may not be up but the runner
is already clocking at least five miles, the
tennis player will do 2-4 and the baseball
player may do two miles. Not to
mention weight training before 9am.
Classes now over, the UNF athlete
slips into a glove, slides onto a racket or
steps into a shoe to begin an afternoon of
WORK. The runner runs from 3-5pm.
The tennis player hits from 2-5pm. The
baseball player plays from l:30-5pm.
Then, of course, the "cool down.”
Athletes may do sprints or jog a few
miles. We can't forget those athletes that
must sprint to class because UNF has
some poor class avails.
Those athletes that are NOT academic
successes will NOT be college athletes;
rules are rules.
Being an athlete is a job-a payed job
at times. Maybe we should look at the
athletes day while on a road trip. That
was about the time when someone said,
"and they always get special treatment in
class....’’ I must say if a JOB, associated
with the school, took me out of class, I
would hope for some understanding.

Osprey 1988 World Series stops short
By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

The University of North Florida's
inning as the Muleriders pounded out six slam this season. Jeff Rood, 8-4,
baseball season ended two games short of hits to go with four walks and an error to scattered 10 hits in the game but
the NAIA world scries, as the Ospreys
take a 10-6 lead. UNF battled back.
were eliminated from the Area V
“Tuning me margin to 11-10 in the eighth
innings of relief.
Tournament 6-2 by fourth-ranked
inning, but SAU added two insurance
Having outhit SAU 15-12 in game
Southern Arkansas University May 19.
runs in the ninth. The Osprey s loaded the one, UNF was confident going into the
bases in the ninth but could not push in
return match against the ’Riders. SAU
The Ospreys, the NAIA’s seventh
the runs, the final being 13-10.
ranked team and Florida Conference and
pitcher Jim Barnard’s curveballs and offIn the second game, Eddie Bloom’s
speed pitches checked UNF on just one
District 25 champions, finished their first
in thehit
fifth
inning
season 47-17.
through
six innings while SAU built
grand slam home run in the fifth inning
a 6-0 lead. B.J. Guzzone ended the
In the tournament opener, UNF staked powered UNF over 20th-ranked
Montevallo 11-4 to eliminate the Falcons drought in the seventh with a single.
to a 6-1 lead over Southern Arkansas on
and put UNF into Thursday’s rematch
homers by B.J. Guzzone and Bob
Guzzone stole second and scored on Ted
with SAU. It was Bloom’s third grand
Kappesser. Disaster stuck in the sixth
Threadgill’s base hit. Bloom led off the

Skinner
By Tony Burke

is first
Baseball signee

ninth inning with his 16th homer to cut
the margin to 6-2. UNF managed five
hits ,„but hit easy pop-up or grounders all
day and never mounted a serious threat.
Bobby Grant, 11-5, was the losing
pitcher.
"Okay, we know what we have to do
to get here and now we know what we
have to do to win here," Baseball Coach
Dusty Rhodes told his disappointed
players immediately after the game. "Our
season is finished but this is not an end.
It’s the beginning."
The Ospreys will lose just one player
from the squad to graduation.

Sports Information Director

A former Wolfson High School
baseball standout has become the
University of North Florida's first 1989
baseball signee.
Danny Skinner comes to UNF via
Santa Fe Community College in
Gainesville. Skinner hit .407 for Santa
Fe last season, leading his team in hits,
average, runs and stolen bases (29). He
was named to his respective all-conference
and all-state baseball teams and played in
the state junior college all-star game.
"Danny is a true leadoff hitter and one
of the top junior college base stealers in
the state," UNF Baseball Coach Dusty

PRESTIGE
PONTIAC

Rhodes said of his signee. "His true
value is that he can play a variety of
positions, either in the infield or
outfield."
Skinner, 6'1", 170 lbs., was a prep all
city, all-area third-baseman for the
Wolfpack. He bats lefthanded but throws
with his right hand.
"Coach Rhodes led them to a super
first year," Skinner said. "He has the
reputation as a hard worker and I’m a hard
worker so I'm looking forward to playing
for him."
Skinner chose UNF over Florida,
Jacksonville and Western Kentucky.

3919 Phillips Hwy.
Jacksonville Fl. 32207

Bill Hodges
Executive Sales and Leasing
Bus. (904) 733-1616
Res. (904) 260-9290

ATTENTION
SENIORS
KEY BUICK Annnounces special
incentives for college seniors and first time
buyers. If you have ever wanted a car but
didn't think you would be eligible for
financing, call us now, we can help.

Key
BUICK
4660 Southside Blvd
"The dealership that 's different '

FRANK BROWN

642-6060
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UNF Track
posts best
finish in L.A.
despite injury
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’’BAD BOY” OUT
GOOD GUY
PREVAILS

Three Across Board
Tennis teams take third in ’88

By Tony Burke

By Tony Burke

Sports Information Director

In an era when "bad boy" antics on
the tennis court seemingly gamer most
of the attention in the sport, a University
of North Florida tennis player has
received a national award recognizing his
By Tony Burke
Sports information Director
good behavior on the court.
Injuries failed to taint the University
Louis Lamontagne has received the
prestigious Arthur Ashe Sportsmanship
of North Florida men's track team's most
successful season. UNF, led by AllAward for 1988. The annual award,
Americans Declan Doyle and Tony Ryan, named in honor of tennis legend Arthur
placed 20th at the NAIA national meet at Ashe, is presented by a vote of the
Los Angeles’ Azusa Pacific University
nation’s ITCA (Intercollegiate Tennis
Coaches Association) member coaches.
May 26-28, the team’s best ever outdoor
track finish.
While recognizing outstanding
sportsmanship in collegiate tennis,
Doyle finished second in the 10,000
meter run with a time of 30:26. Ryan
player candidates must also demonstrate
high ideals of citizenship, academic
place fifth in a tough 5000 meter field
with a personal best and UNF record time achievement and tennis playing
of 14:12. Finion Cronin also placed
accomplishments.
eighth at 14:30.
"Louis has always been one of the
Disaster dashed UNFs hopes in the
most honest student-athletes I have had
steeplechase event, expected to be a team the privilege of working with, both on
and off the court. His on-court decorum
strength. UNF senior Curt Castetter, the
defending steeplechase champion, tore
is always that of one who enjoys his
competition and is fair in every sense of
ligaments in his knee during the event’s
semifinal heat but delivered a gutty
the word," said UNF Tennis Coach Leo
Vorwerk. "He is certainly a most
performance to finish 12th in the final.
Mike McCusker hit a steeplechase barrier deserving recipient of this award."
in the final and did not place in the event.
Lamontagne, a junior from Quebec,
The Lady Ospreys did not place among Canada, has a 3.93 grade point average
the top 20 teams at the meet.
majoring in psychology at UNF. A
Five miles into the marathon, UNF
former suicide prevention hotline
sophomore Laura Finch suffered a pulled volunteer, he said he learned how
important it is for people to be able to
groin muscle and finished 13th with a
time of 3 hours, 28 minutes. UNF high
jumper Leinesa Thompson’s sinuses found
the L.A. atmosphere unpalatable, but after
a physician's treatment, the junior leaped
5’6" for 9th place. Jenny Lamoreux
placed eighth in the 3000 meter race with
a personal best time of 10 minutes. No
other UNF women placed in their event.
"The potential was there," said a
disappointed UNF Coach Bob Symons.
"I won't dwell on it. We’ll have to work
that much harder next year."

Sports Information Director

The University of North Florida men's
and women's tennis teams each finished
third at the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) national
tournament held at Overland Park, Kan.,
May 23-28.
It was the best ever finish for the
men's team, whose previous best was
sixth place in 1985 and 1986. It was the
second time the Lady Ospreys finished
third, with a number one finish and a pair
of number two finishes to the team's
credit during its five year history.
The Ospreys scored 25 team points,
behind Texas-Tyler (30) and the
champions, Lander (S.C.) College (33).
Florida teams from NAIA District 25
dominated the women’s tourney as
champion Flagler (44), College of Boca

open up.
"It's surprising how much they need to
talk about themselves, to understand their
experiences and to compare their situations
with others," Lamontagne said. "My will to
make people feel better about themselves
finds its way in my everyday life. I simply
love to meet people, learn about them and be
supportive in any way I can. I don't pretend
to be an exceptionally caring person; I just
thrive on listening to my feelings, and most
of the time they tell me that people just need
a

little attention every day."

OSPREY
ALL-AMERICANS

First year
team shows
success
By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

The University of North Florida
placed three players on the NAIA All
District 25 baseball team, while UNF
Coach Dusty Rhodes was voted the
district's coach of the year.
Osprey junior third-baseman Kenny
Layfield was named to the All-District
team at his position and was the only
UNF player selected to the All-Area
squad which includes NAIA schools
from Florida, Georgia, Tennessee,
Alabama and Arkansas. Layfield, the
only player to start all 64 games this
season, was UNFs leading hitter with a
.363 average. He also led the team in
bases on balls (51) and was second in
runs scored (51), hits (62), RBI (48),
doubles (11), and third in home runs
(6).
UNF first-baseman Kevin Hill made
the team as a utility infielder. The
junior from Seminole County batted
.358 this season with 50 RBI, 54 hits,
10 doubles and three homers. Hill also
had a 3-1 record as a pitcher, working
25 innings for a 1.42 earned run
average.

Phil Black was also named to the
All-District team. The junior from
Jacksonville was 10-2 with a 2.51
earned run average (ERA) and two saves.
The staff workhorse, Black appeared in
25 games, working 132 innings,
striking out 76 and walking 36. His top
performance was a no-hitter against
Florida Memorial College April 9.
Rhodes was the district coaches'
overwhelming choice as coach of the
year. He guided UNFs first year
baseball program to within two games
of the NAIA world series, the Florida
Conference and District 25
championships and posted a 47-17 final
record and number seven NAIA national
ranking.

Raton (25) and UNF (24) finished 1-2-3.
UNF freshman Adam Kework was
twice honored as an All-American.
Kework advanced to the semifinals of the
singles tournament where he lost to
eventual champion Keith Evans of
Belhaven (Miss.) College. Kework and
partner Mark Freyman also made it to the
finals of the doubles competition where
they lost to Flagler's Mike Malvebo and
Per Asklund.
Lady Osprey Sue Leach was named AllAmerican by virtue of advancing to the
single's fifth round.
UNF players named to the Honorable
Mention All-American teams were
Freyman, Marc Lawrence, Kerry Clapper
Dale Young, Louis Lamontagne, Jill
Ward, Lotta Ekberg, Lori Webster and

Louis' individual NAIA national
rankings have been as high as 21 for
singles and 6 for doubles, and he and
partner Mark Freyman were the 1987
district doubles champions. In 1986, he
was the Jacksonville city singles
runnerup, losing a match that drew media
attention for its display of sportsmanship.
Last season, Lamontagne posted a 2722 combined singles and doubles record.
This year, he is currently 30-16,
including 16-8 at #4 singles.

Academics
also part
of athletics
By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

Four University of North Florida
tennis players have been named NAIA
Academic All-Americans. Academic AllAmericans combine outstanding athletic
ability with superlative academic
performance.
UNF junior Louis Lamontagne carried
a 3.92 grade point average (GPA)
majoring in psychology.
Senior Mark Freyman (3.51 GPA),
junior Marie Farrar (3.45 GPA) and senior
Sue Leach (3.82 GPA) were also
recognized. It is the second Academic AllAmerican award for Leach.
Overall, UNFs men's team maintained
a composite 2.85 GPA during the year,
while the women logged a composite 2.90
GPA.

The NAIA District 25 All-District team:
lb Chris Jones-Southern Tech
2b Rich Ciufo-Boca Raton
3b Ken Layfield-UNF
SS Bill Garber-Berry College
Util. Kevin Hill-UNF
OF Greg Slappey-Georgia SW
OF Max Tripodi-Boca Raton
OF Cliff Brannon-Kennesaw
OF James Linebarger-Southem Tech
C Paul Abbatinozzi-Flagler
C Darrell MacMillian-Kennesaw
DH Ed Sisko-Boca Raton
NAIA District Player of the Year: Cliff
Brannon, Kennesaw. Brannon appeared in 4:
games and hit .345 with 16 home runs, 11
doubles and 42 RBI.

NAIA Area V All-Area Team:
lb Chris Walker-Montevallo
2b Rich Ciufo-Boca Raton
3b Ken Layfield-UNF
SS Carmon Brown-David Lipscomb
Util. Arturo Cherena-S. Arkansas
OF Bob Block-S. Arkansas
OF Rusty Greer-Montevallo
OF CUff Brannon-Kennesaw
OF Pete Williams-Union
C Darrell McMillian-Kennesaw
C Julio Osuna-Union
P Keith Hurston-David Lipscomb
P Cano Velez-Union
P David Owen-Carson-Newman
DH Ed Sisko-Boca Raton

Area V Player of the Year: Chris Walker,
Montevallo
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PRESTIGE PONTIAC
SPECIAL FINANCING NEWS
We beat any other college
graduate incentive plan available!
EXACTLY HOW DOES THIS PLAN WORK?
Prestige offers you......
A Pontiac "NO DOWN PAYMENT" Exclusive through
GMAC. Pontiac will also pay the down payment
of up to 5% of the cash selling price in addition to any
other factory rebates.
AND
A Deferred First Payment with equal monthly payments
of up to 60 months, beginning 90 days after date of purchase.
WHO'S ELIGIBLE?
It's easy to qualify. All we require is....
* Receipt of a degree from any graduate degree program,
four year college OR registered nursing (diploma) program
within the past year (seniors within six months of graduation
are also eligible), or current enrollment in a graduate degree
program.
* Verifiable permanent employment, or commitment for
employment.
*No derogatory credit references or no credit history at all.
*The ability to meet the monthly payments.
* Acceptance by GMAC.
(First-time buyer plan cannot be combined
with the College Graduate plan)

As a first - time buyer, your business is very
important to Prestige Pontiac.
And just to prove it, we're offering a $600
allowance that can be applied towards the down
payment on selected all - new 1988 Pontiacs!

NURSING
PROGRAM
QUALIFIES

IS ANY PRIOR CREDIT HISTORY NEEDED
TO QUALIFY?
No. All we require is ....
No derogatory credit history.
No prior new - auto financing.
Verifiable satisfactory employment and residence.
Confirmed physical damage insurance.
Acceptance by GMAC.
WHICH CARS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THIS OFFER?
Just some of the hottest machines on the road is all.....
Fiero
Firebird (Base and Formula only)
LeMans
Sunbird
AND
Grand Am!

WHO OFFERS COLLEGE
GRADUATES AND FIRST
TIME BUYERS BETTER
INCENTIVE PLANS ?
NOBODY, IN THIS TOWN !

3919 PHILLIPS HWY.

733 - 1616

